
WAMSUTTA
PERFECT SOFT 
MICRO COTTON
COLLECTION
BATH TOWELS
Micro Cotton towels are
engineered for absorben-
cy and are super fluffy
and luxurious, thanks to
its special, extra-long
staple cotton for soft-
ness. The towel colors
stay vibrant due to the
brand’s color-lock tech-

nology, which helps colors resist fading for up to
30 washes. $15 at Bed Bath & Beyond.
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COMFY, COZY
AND COOL!

IT’S THE SEASON TO PAMPER AND PRIMP AND
WE’VE UNCOVERED SOME AMAZING PRODUCTS

TO HELP USHER IN SPRINGTIME! 

BY NICOLE POLLASTRINI�

ECO DOG CARE
Pets need pampering too! A great gift for any dog lover,  the Eco
Dog 2.GO Gift Box (available online) includes Simply Clean sham-
poo and Simply Fresh in-between baths spray. Pet parents will love
the spa-like scent and pups will appreciate the essential oils and
botanicals that clean, moisturize and soothe. Both products are free
of phosphates, phthalates, sulfates, parabens, DEA and synthetic
fragrances and dyes. Eco Dog Care is a certified Green America
business for its commitment to eco-friendly products and practices.
The company also donates services and products to local rescues to
make it easier for dogs to find forever homes. $17.50 at
www.ecodogcare.com 

label.m usa, diamond
dust “luxury in a Bottle”
Infused with the Finest Real
Diamonds to Create Brilliant
Sheen and Silky, Smooth Hair and
Skin. label.m USA professional hair
care presents Diamond Dust
Shampoo, Conditioner and luxuri-
ous Body Lotion. Available online
and in select salons, the new
label.m Diamond Dust formula-
tion is the most opulent yet and
contains dust particles of the
finest conflict-free real diamonds
sourced from Antwerp, Belgium. 

Available in select salons and
online through the label.m USA
website: www.labelmusa.com, the
Diamond Dust shampoo and con-
ditioner: $36.00 each and the
Luxurious Body Lotion $25.00.  

black|Up Cosmetics
Lipstick 
This unique, highly pig-
mented formula dresses
up the lips with an
intense veil that covers
evenly and perfectly
reveals color on lighter
to very dark skins. The
Lipstick Collection is
free of parabens and fragrance. Includes 18 satin
finish lipsticks and 12 matte finish lipsticks.
Available in 30 shades. SRP: $23.00 at
Sephora/Sephora.com

black|Up Cosmetics 2-in-1 Lip Pencil 
This multi-tasker can be applied on the entire lip as
a perfect base to even the tone, intensify lipgloss or
lipstick colors and increase the hold of lip color.
Designed to complement the range of black|Up
Cosmetics Lipsticks, lip lacquers and lipshines, the
pencil comes with a sharpener built into the cap for
easy application on-the-go.
Available in 18 shades. SRP: $19.50 at
Sephora/Sephora.com

Duffield Lane
These ultra comfy designs are made with a soft modal/cotton
blend and stylish tops that can be worn out to run quick
errands. The collection is fun and classic and the designs fea-
ture timeless style perfected with modern comfort; pieces that
you will love now and for seasons to come. 

duffield lane is designed for leisure - your go-to clothes
for all of your happiest moments. 

The sets retail for $79, $89, or $149 on DuffieldLane.com


